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Today everyone is concerned about health. The greatest dream of the humanity is health and 

long life. Man feels at home in this world and would live here forever if he was healthy and 

strong. Unfortunately, nowadays healthy eating, sleep, activity and recreation traditions have 

been broken. The environment ecology has changed considerably, which results in chronic 

illness of every second young person.  

 

Cancer is still one of the outstanding medical and social problems of the humanity.  

Every year there are more than 10 million of people affected by cancer and the number is likely 

to double over the next 10-20 years. Even though technical equipping of some countries is 

sufficient, modern oncological diagnostics efficiency is very low; for example, cancer of lung 

(more than 18 thousand of ill people every year) 24,1%  is detected in its P-stage, 38,3 % 

stomach cancer (12 thousand of ill people), 53, 67% colon cancer (18,6 thousand of ill people) in 

some European countries, Ukraine, etc. One can express serious doubts about these discouraging 

figures though, because one thing is still very obscure: statistic says that the rest of the patients 

die in a year, despite of the fact that almost the half of them had a curable III-rd stage of cancer. 

Even a combined therapy of mostly neglected oncological diseases turns out to be ineffective. 

Ukraine is considerably behind Europe and the USA as for a key indicator of population survival 

rate among patients with prevailing cancer forms.  

 

The present research is promising about the possibilities of applying bioengineer approach and 

combined methods to the elaboration of effective measures to prevent oncological diseases.  The 

presented arguments could be a serious reason to review traditional approach to oncology.  

 

A human body is known to be constantly affected by external psychogenic irritants and all kinds 

of radiation and emanations, carcinogens and mutagens, including genetically modified 

substances. Most food contains highly polymeric substances, such as emulsifiers, starches, fats, 

different coloring agents as well as stabilizers, preservatives and gel agents that not only extend 

shelf life of products, but at the same time create an excellent nutritional basis for pathogenic, 

bacterial and fungous micro flora.  

 

In the blood and lymph there appears a high intracellular concentration of pathogenic micro flora 

and fauna – micro algae, algae like structures and elementary organisms that find human 

systemic liquids medium quite acceptable and similar to their habitual environment. They are 

diatoms, blue-green algae, and radiolarians.  

 

 

     Diatomaceous as well as radiolarians have hard siliceous membranes with light and firm 

needles and protective elements. If plankton contains a lot of diatomaceous, mussels and filterer 

mollusks stop feeding on and close their cockleshells to protect their delicate tissue from 

diatomaceous spines damage.  



There were some cases of mass fish death with their gills being pricked all over with setae. 

Rough mechanical injury can lead to a banal damage of cellular membranes while contacting 

with algae. Because of the spores small size they can easily penetrate into most viscera and the 

organs of nervous and lymphatic systems.  

We can observe the analogous carcinogenic mechanism working while breathing in asbestos 

fibers and extensive carbonaceous nano tubes. After penetrating into diatomaceous cells blue-

green algae lose their membranes and start functioning as chloroplasts.  In fact, they influence 

informatively the ecosystem by releasing proteoglycanes, growth factors reservoir and target 

fibroplasts (restoring damaged tissues by dividing), to be more precise, fibroplasts proteins 

conformation, and immune system.  

Transformative growth factor enhances the cyclooxygenase ferment work in the spleen, which 

inhibits T-lymphocytes «maturation» with their quantity being invariable. These influences can 

weaken such characteristics as the capability of recognizing and forming conjugates with target 

cells, the capability of repeated interactions with alien cells, as well as integral functional activity 

of the natural killers’ population. Such changes can trigger not only malignant growths, but also 

infectious and viral diseases because lymphocytes, the natural killers, are the first line of defense 

against infectious agents and transformed cells.  

 

 

     Diatomaceous waste products are fats. Being created by the algae, this organic substance is a 

good nutrition for bacteria, fungi, elementary micro organisms. Besides, the mechanism of 

silicon digestion by a human organism is much more effective than the diatomaceous and fungi`s 

one.  

 

     Diatomaceous silicon membrane consisting of silicon laminae is a typical piezocrystal.  

Consequently, the effects of static electricity and magnetism are possible as well as a magnetic 

scenario of chemical reactions. Being negligibly small as for the energy, magnetic interactions 

can switch the reaction channels, they can open closed channels and close the open ones. D-

amino acids produced by the micro flora and gram-positive bacteria that can change drastically 

synthesized proteins` properties and nature as well as human cellular material are accessed.   

Different biocoenosis forms activity is changing, for instance, imperfect fungi that use 

erythrocytes as an oxygen source.  

 

Under such conditions the oncologic uncontrollable and irreversible process is triggered. The 

oncologic cell gets powerful oxidation stress protection in depth, generated by elementary 

unicellular organisms and affecting all the human organism regulatory systems.  

 

   Vegetational pathogenic micro flora waste products create the polymerized amyloid substances 

medium, ionic colloid solutions. They are high molecular polyphosphates and glucose polymers 

as well as optical isomers capable of clockwise polarization.  NH2 amine groups manifest their  

relatively strong basic properties. Having a strong positive mesomeric effect, they reduce 

dielectric permittivity of cellular solutions, which increases the number of reactions with 

haemolytic bond opening resulting in the formation of free radicals and the deactivation of 

ferments taking part in D-isomers synthesis inhibition not characteristic of a zooblast.  The 

antioxidant system weakening and cellular membrane damage have as a consequence the oxygen 

and hydrogen peroxide superoxide generation increase, in the presence of iron entering in the 

cell together with haemoglobin that form a highly active hydroxide radical. These low-molecular 

compounds of ferrum affect unprotected cells, their elements and DNA promoting the process of 

further cell malignification.  
 

 



Besides, one can assume that the concentration of ferrum oxides in the cell, apart from the 

thermoionic emission, also brings about micro gravitational and enertia effects. Influence 

mechanism can be explained by a hydrodynamic model of the infusion fluids flow in the 

organism. Additional microaccelerations of a complex nature inevitably lead to the appearance 

of an irregular convection in liquid state, which can cause cavitational processes and fluctuations 

of a sufficient potential to all kinds of emanations, including radioactive ones. Combination of 

the movements and activity of pathogenic microorganisms forms hydrotaxial catches 

inaccessible for immunocompetent cells. The force of the shift, inevitably influencing the cells, 

puts a «spin» on them and upsets their strongly directional movement. Consequently, in the area 

where this value exceeds the critical one there is accumulation free radicals, toxins, etc.  The 

same catches may facilitate genetic variety of pathogenic micro flora since low-frequency 

disturbances of low amplitude characteristic of this kind of flora may become divisive in severity 

of their impact on the organism.  

 

     Dramatic growth of bio pathogenic micro organisms’ resistant strains requires systematic, low 

toxic broad-spectrum analogs against the background of a dramatic efficacy fading and low 

selectivity of the existing chemotherapeutical synthetic drugs.  On the basis of the above said we 

deem it necessary and justified to use multicomponent, organic mineral complexes, including 

natural humic acids and compounds of gold aimed at stabilizing of body systems affected by 

above mentioned factors.  

  

The research aim is to define the conservative therapeutic approach principles in oncopathology, 

ground the use of multicomponent organic mineral acids, including natural humic acids and 

compounds of gold, vegetable cytostatics able to stabilize the physiological systems disorder; 

demonstrate oncological diseases prevalence in digestive apparatus surgery clinic and define 

critical parameters of patients health evaluation to prevent cancer as well as postoperative 

complications.  

The research object and methods. We have analyzed the results of therapeutical and surgical 

treatment among 622 oncological patients with prevalent stomach and colon involvement over 

the period 2006-2009.  The patients underwent electrophysiological, clinicolaboratory, 

microbiological, immunohistochemical clinical treatment; as a result 67 people underwent 

radical surgical interventions. Some of the patients underwent stomach extirpation, subtotal 

colectomy, colproctectomy, right hemicolectomy, left hemicolectomy. Conclusion: radical 

surgical interventions proved to be effective with cancer early detection, surgical interventions 

duration and traumatism reduction is possible when resorting to staged surgical treatment, the 

improvement of life quality is possible when using new vegetable cytostatics, organomineral 

complexes, including natural humic acids and compounds of gold.  

 

    Key words: malignant tumours, large intestine, stomach, surgical treatment, vegetable 

cytostatics, humic acids, compounds of gold.  

     Introduction: The problem of therapeutical and surgical oncopathology care is due to a 

dramatic growth of cancer incidence rate, poor quality of main and concomitant diseases 

diagnosis, the fact of a late medical aid appealability (4,5). The choice between conservative and 

operative therapeutical approach is made depending on the stage of disease, concomitant 

pathology, patient age, postoperative complications risk, which justifies surgical approach to 

more than half the patients.  

                               

 The research objective is to show the steady rise of the number of oncological patients, their 

number increasing by 60 beds in digestive organs surgery department and by 220 beds in 

specialized gastroenterology clinic, ground the causes of body ageing and cancer etiology, define 

main principles of surgical and conservative therapeutical approach using special diagnostic 



methods and treatment as well as critical parameters of the patients health evaluation to prevent 

cancer and postoperative complications.  

We have analyzed the results of surgical and conservative treatment among 622 oncological 

patients over   the period 2006-2009. In 2006 84 people had stomach cancer, including poorly 

differentiated one, 145 people had it in 2007, 204 people in 2008 and 132 in 2009. Outpatient 

examination of 366 people detected stomach cancer in 67 cases (70% in 2006), 67 (77% in 

2007), 119 (85% in 2008), 51 (77% in 2009). 26 patients underwent surgical interventions.  

 

Age and sex patients grouping of patients: patients under 30 (4, 3 men, 1 woman), 30-39 years 

old (25, 14 men, 11 women), 40-49 years old (81, 51 men, 30 women), 50-59 years old (76, 51 

men, 25 women), 60-61 years old (107, 54 men, 53 women), 70 (70, 42 men, 28 women). 167 

patients had colon cancer (including poorly differentiated one): 43 patients (15% in 2006), 40 

patients (14% in 2007), 49 patients (2008), 35 % (in 2009). Medical examination detected that  

20 patients had colon cancer in 2006, 26 patients in 2007, 27 patients in 2008, 28 patients in 

2009. 41 patients underwent surgical intervention. 4 of them  

had an early stage cancer under 50 years old, 18 had colon cancer (25% in 2006), 21% in 2007, 

29% in 2008, 18% in 2009. 89 patients had other cancer localizations, bowels and stomach 

mucous membrane grave dysplasia. Electrophysiological, clinicolaboratory, microbiological, 

morphological (surgical and autopsy material), statistic (3) research methods were used.  

  

The patients underwent clinical and morphological examination through the therapy over the 

period 2000-2009 in digestive organs surgery clinic and outpatient department under the 

Gastroenterology Institute.  

Electrophysiological methods were used to define functional organs state; microbiological 

analysis of blood, lesion, abdominal cavity and flora in large and small intestine parts 

disconnected from passage was carried out.  We have studied the blood leukocytal formula with 

lymphocytes, nitrophils, monocytes, trombocytes absolute number evaluation as well as urea, 

creatinine, fibrinogen, bilirubin blood level.  

Intensive care complex included antibiotic therapy, special food supplements, hepar protectors, 

proteolysis inhibitors, natural vegetable quick-acting anesthetics. The gravity of patients’ 

condition has been evaluated according to the adapted scale SAPS. 30 patients under the control 

had a standard symptomatic infusion therapy.    

Microsoft Excel (level 0,05) statistic data processing has been performed.  

                                

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Patients with different dysplasia 1-П-Ш-1V-V and abdominal viscera mucous membrane 

metaplasia have been studied in the research. Prophylactic medical examination or intentional 

examination with special diagnostic and treatment methods confirm the degree of dysplasia, i.e. 

precancerous condition.  

 3 months therapy with 2 vegetable cytostatics has been justified. The highest level of the therapy 

efficiency has been achieved, proved by morphohistological methods. Patients with a severe 

aspect of the disease undergo surgical interventions. Complex postoperative therapy includes 

vegetable cytostatics as well as humic acids with compounds of gold, which improves 

considerably the patients’ general condition and reduces dramatically the complications rate. 

Lethality rate was 7 per 929 surgical interventions (0,20%), 9 in 2009 (0,27%), postoperative 

lethality was 3 in 2008 (0,39%), 7 in 2009 (1,24%).  

 

Novelty of the use of synthesized compounds of gold consists in multi vector influence on the 

processes accompanying malignification. Multiple choice of micro doses of such components as 

aluminum, wolfram, stannum , rhenium, plumbum, selenium, stibium and others is used in the 

directed  catalysis of reactions with gold. Gold is the only metal with endothermic energy of 

chemical absorption. In this use it doesn`t join oxygen at all, a factor used in neutralizing the 



malign cellular membranes charge in the generation of active forms of oxygen in the affected 

area. Growth stop, destruction or transformation of oncocells takes place simultaneously with 

growth inhibition, sorption and destruction of the accompanying viral, mycotic and other 

pathogenic flora, including protozoa and algoids.  

 The use of compounds of gold is called forth by the minimal toxicity of the administrated doses, 

which makes it possible to eliminate of the free radicals left from the reaction area through pyro 

kinetic effect without resorting to any radiation. An additional factor in favor of the gold therapy 

is a possibility to control mechanism of electronic-nuclear interaction as well as the volume and 

direction of nuclear polarization. Simultaneously with the decrease of the magnetic fields values 

in the malignant growth there is an increase in the probability of the nuclear spin of the 

magnified cell matter molecules caused by the interaction with the electrons bound by the gold 

atoms.  

 Negative values of the nuclear magnetization due to the presence of the gold atoms clearly 

manifest themselves through weak magnetic fields of the oncocell, and then rapidly diminish as 

the field of the compensated cell grows. Structural and functional integrity of cells membranes is 

stabilized, autoregulation of water and salt metabolism is secured, and resistance of internal 

organs heightens, intracellular medium oxidation-reduction potential is stabilized, restoration of 

intracellular aqueous clathrates is regained.  

One of the challenging problems in oncological therapy is the human immune system failure to 

recognize malign cells. We used the elaborated low-molecular complex capable of transforming 

the  phytogenous cells, which enables the immunocompetent cells to recognize and kill malign 

ones.  

The complex has been elaborated on the basis of natural biodegradable polymers, chitin and 

solves the problem of cells spin-programming immediately in the human organism. Biopolymer 

has built-in nanoclusters capable of reprogramming phytogenous cells for levorotatory amino 

acids synthesis, which can assure T-cells recognition regulating immediately the body immune 

response. Such «vaccine» doesn`t have any side effects on the body.  

 

The substances elaborated and synthesized on the basis of the above mentioned theoretical 

hypothesis are notable for their marked antitumor, antibacterial, antivirus broad-spectrum effect, 

including viral and mixed viral-bacterial infections (Marburg fever, Lass fever, Ebol fever, HIV, 

hepatitis and tuberculosis).  

  

The patients who underwent nonstandard surgical interventions because of concomitant diseases 

demanding one-staged operation have been studied in the research: nonspecific ulcerative colitis, 

Crohn's disease, diverticulitis, inflammatory abdominal infiltrations with acute intestinal 

obstruction clinical behavior.  

Adverse effects are due to inadequate and late therapy, including previous inadequate surgical 

interventions.  

Statistic says that surgical interventions duration and traumatism, suppurative septic 

complications, gravity of a patient conditions as well as the syndrome of polyorganic 

abnormalities before a patient underwent surgical interventions influenced the patients’ treatment 

outcome. 

Postoperative complications rate was 3%. The lethality rate in this group was 2,5%. Though 

there were complications, 35 patients had medical rehabilitation based on nonstandard surgical 

interventions and special conservative treatment: the reduction of pain syndrome stabilizes 

sympathoadrenal system, special vegetable cytostatics, the therapy with humic acids and humic 

gold improves subjective as well as objective patient`s condition.  

  

 

                        

 



 CONCLUSION 

1. Radical surgical interventions involve not only eradication of tumor, but also an 

adequate therapy of a concomitant pathology. 

2. The reduction of surgical interventions duration and traumatism is possible only if 

resorting to staged surgical treatment.  

3. Postoperative conservative therapy must be intended with consideration given to 

complications pathogenesis.  

4. The reduction of intra and postoperative complications rate as well as lethality rate is 

possible through a complex postoperative therapy, including antibiotic prophylaxis 

with microbiological analysis data consideration, indispensable immune support 

(vegetable cytostatics, multicomponent organomineral complexes, including humic 

acids and compounds of gold), vegetable extracts – hepar protectors, hemostatics, 

proteolysis inhibitors, active detoxication, polyorganic abnormalities prevention and 

early treatment (humic acids, liquid structurisation with gold, silver, natural 

spasmolytics and anesthetics )  with cardiovascular and hepatonephric insufficiency.  

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 


